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ABSTRACT

An essential component of an introductory turfgrass management course is the description of how turfgrass species are adapted to different cultural systems and environments. The objectives of this project were to develop an interactive program to introduce the characteristics of turfgrass species and their optimum environments and to evaluate the students' gain in understanding turf species characteristics through this approach. A self-contained application, Turf Species, was constructed using the SuperCard development tool. Turf Species consists of three sections including a self-paced tour of the species, a what if establishment section, and randomly composed reinforcement quizzes with automatic grading. Turf Species was designed to be distributed to students on diskette for self-paced study and reinforcement of material presented during previous lectures. Each student who used the Turf Species tool spent approximately 2 h evaluating the program. Seventy-one percent of the student evaluators felt that the graphic representations or illustrations for each species aided in their understanding of the material. All of the evaluators indicated that the testing module helped in their understanding of the turf species, and 86% of them suggested that the Turf Species program should be used more extensively in the introductory turfgrass management course. An evaluation of the test scores found on returned diskettes showed an average examination grade of 52% with a range from 5 to 100%.

Approximately 10 to 25 students enroll in the introductory turfgrass management course at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign each fall semester to explore the world of managing fine turfs. For many, this experience will be their only formal training in the area. A major objective of the course is to teach students how to select appropriate turfgrass species whose growth characteristics best match a particular cultural system. In this approach, the genetic potential of a plant is closely matched to the constraints of the intended environment. This is considered the most environmentally sound method of managing turfs. Turfgrasses that are closely adapted usually require minimal fertilization, irrigation, and a reduced need for using pesticides (Balogh et al., 1992).

More than 20 grass species are used for turfgrass across the USA (Turgeon, 1992). The introduction of these species and their attributes represents a difficult learning situation for new students. The absence of distinctive characteristics such as flower color or growth habit make grasses more difficult to remember than other plant material. Also, students are being exposed to many other species through concurrent enrollment in horticulture plant material courses. Presently, turf species are introduced to students through static, paper-based data sheets. With this format, a single data sheet is presented for each species. Other media—such as 35-mm slides and textbooks—are used to show pictorial representations of the important visual characters of each species. Students are also shown live specimens in the lab and field. They can view differences or similarities among the species due to the format consistency of the data sheets. Many of the major associations between plant characteristics and environmental requirements are presented during lecture. Although laboratory periods are designed to introduce grass morphology and to relate form to function, time does not permit students to explore all the possible combinations of turf species and environments. Additional independent study would be useful to explore case studies of attempts to match turf species to particular environments.

One possible opportunity for independent study is through the use of interactive software to allow students to generate what if scenarios of turf establishment. A self-guided browsing tool would allow students to independently expand on their classroom introduction to the turf species.

Our objectives in developing Turf Species were: (i) to develop an interactive program to introduce the plant characteristics of turf species and their optimum environments; and (ii) to develop a mechanism within the program for students to evaluate their understanding of turf species characteristics through this approach.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Turf Species was developed using the SuperCard development system on a Macintosh Quadra 700 microcomputer. The development workstation had 20MB of RAM with a 16-inch (40.6-cm), 24-bit color display. Turf Species can run in as little as 1600KB of RAM. Since it was designed to use only black and white, it can be run on any Macintosh configuration. Many of the individual components of Turf Species are connected through hypertext links. Hypertext is a programming technique to provide a form free structure for displaying information. Key words within the body of the text are designated as links. These links take the user directly to text of related issues also with further links. Hypertext allows users to view related information without moving through a series of menus. Technical information on grass species was developed by the authors and supplemented by a variety of commonly available turf references (Shurtleff et al., 1987; Turgeon, 1992).

The main menu for Turf Species provides access to three components or sections (Fig. 1). The first component is a tour of the species grouped into four categories. Students can view the turf species by their best regional location of adaptation, their adaptation to different
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management programs, their adaptation to local site-specific micro-environments or view an alphabetical list by common or scientific name. The second component is a mechanism for developing species groupings that are best adapted to selected establishment criteria. The third component involves a series of randomly selected test questions for student self-testing. After each menu or new card within the project, a second text-based card appears, providing instructions or background information. All cards have a help button in the upper left corner (Fig. 1) for multilevel help on the function and use of the program.

**Turfgrass Tour**

In the initial tour section, students are presented with various choices for species grouping. Species are either grouped by regional site of adaptation, management programs, intended use of the turf, or simply by common or scientific name. Within the tour, a map button exists to move rapidly from one area to another (Fig. 2). The map button also provides a flow chart for the establishment section. Each of the buttons available on the initial card brings up a subsequent card with additional buttons to create the final species grouping. Generally, there are one or two cards for each possible path. When a selection is made, a second window displays a list of all the grass species that meet the selection criteria. The main window then displays these species in sequential order.

Each species is represented by two data sheet cards that have information including plant characteristics, identification characteristics, and general uses for the species. Additional buttons are available on each of the cards for displaying commonly available varieties, an illustration of the species, and movement to an additional card. On the second card, information about reproduction, adaptation, and any special problems is provided. Students may move randomly among the list of species displayed in the second window. As each card in the main window is viewed, the common and scientific names listed in the second window are underlined to provide feedback on the species already seen.

**Establishment Component**

Another selection available from the main menu is labeled “Choosing the appropriate turfgrasses when establishing a new turf” (Fig. 1). When this option is selected, a hierarchical map appears showing all of the categories that classify the grasses. This map is similar to the Tour Map shown in Fig. 2. Students are prompted to select all the criteria that match their proposed establishment. As each criterion is selected, a pop-up window provides a listing of the choices already made. The choices are strung together with AND or OR boolean connections. An OR connection can be made by holding down the option key when making the selection. After all criteria have been selected, a match-it button is pressed to find species that exactly match the boolean string. The selected species then appear in a window with the main species data card window. These two windows are exactly the same as those provided in the tour section and function in the same manner. The student can see all of the species that meet the requested criteria for establishment.

**Testing Component**

In a third section, students can take a short quiz on the information presented in the first two components. The total value of all the questions listed on a card is displayed in the upper right corner of that card. When all questions are answered the student can move to the next card by pressing the “Score page” or “Next quiz” buttons. If “Score page” is selected, the correct answers are displayed. With either choice, the number of correct points, along with the total possible points, is listed. New cards of questions are randomly selected until the total possible points for questions on all presented cards is greater than 100 or the “End quiz” button is selected. A total of 100 points was selected to represent a typical exam covering this subject matter presented in the course.

In the quiz section, a variety of question types are presented to the students. Most of the questions are true-false or matching. One unique question type is graphic labeling (Fig. 3). A pop-up menu is presented for each graphic. As a student selects a label, it is removed from
Table 1. Student perceptions of Turf Species.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Did you find Turf Species easy to use?</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did you find the program useful?</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did the graphics add to your understanding of the material?</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did the testing module assist you in your understanding of the material?</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Should the Turf Species program be used more in the introductory course?</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of individual quizzes taken by the students within the stack are written to an ASCII file on each of the program diskettes. An evaluation of the test scores found on returned diskettes showed an average examination grade of 52%. There was a wide range in test scores from a low of 5% to a high of 100%.

**DISCUSSION**

We believe that Turf Species offers a significant tool in the interactive exploration of grasses used for turf purposes. Turf Species could be used more effectively if the species are introduced previously in class. This has been supported in other studies (Creasy, 1986). Students evaluating the project overwhelmingly supported its continued use in the introductory turfgrass management course. As with most software projects, Turf Species is not complete. Revisions of the illustrations and cultivar lists are continuing. Additional funding has been secured to add video sequences to the project.

**SOFTWARE SPECIFICATIONS**

Turf Species is available as either a SuperCard project or an independent application. The application will run on any Macintosh computer with MacOS 6.0.5 or greater and at least 1600KB of free RAM. The screen size of windows in Turf Species has been set for a default of 342 X 512 pixels but can expand to any size on the current screen.

Turf Species has been copyrighted by the authors. It can be obtained on a 3.5-inch diskette for a $30 distribution fee to help defray production and handling costs. Those with access to the Internet may obtain it through anonymous ftp from kbml.hort.uiuc.edu in the "/pub/turf" folder.
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